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Introduction

Successful companies leverage business intelligence from the datasets they gather 
and store from their operations.  Cornerstone’s cloud-based information management 
platform iBank gives travel agencies and corporations access to this mine of valuable 
information, helping them streamline their business processes in order to provide 
better customer service.

iBank captures travel data from all major GDS’s and back-office systems.  The data 
is standardized, consolidated and warehoused in our Safe Harbor certified and 
European Union compliant facilities. Secure internet access allows you to view travel 
spend, measure preferred supplier usage, track traveler behavior, monitor policy 
adherence and improve profitability.

IBANK IS COMPRISED OF THREE MAJOR COMPONENTS
• an efficient and accurate data consolidation tool
• a comprehensive management reporting system
• an interactive business intelligence interface

Cornerstone’s 12,000+ customers create more than one million new reservations 
every day – iBank helps them use their information to shape policies, influence 
traveler behavior, identify cost savings and manage their businesses better
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Data Consolidation

WHAT IS IBANK DATA CONSOLIDATION?

It is a proven process to load data from one or more sources, which ensures completeness, 
evaluates quality, and improves accuracy. This gives you intelligent information to make 
smarter decisions. Cornerstone will capture  data from  multiple GDS’s and back office sys-
tems, evaluate the data and enable corrections via our Data Cleanser, then we’ll apply your 
preferences to standardize data from every source before we give you access to it from our 
secure data center.

WHY USE IBANK DATA CONSOLIDATION?

Cornerstone gives you access to the best version of your data, all in one place, faster than a 
manual solution. You’ll make smarter decisions with more intelligent information.  iBank’s 
Comprehensive data consolidation makes your travel data more meaningful by delivering 
that data in a way that is easy to understand. 

IBANK DATA CONSOLIDATION DELIVERS

Travel managers need the ability to trust their data and have it available to them in one place. 
When you need to deliver an accurate report to company executives, you don’t have time to 
take conflicting outputs from multiple sources and try to compile them in a meaningful way 
that the executives will understand. iBank’s Data Consolidation gives you the best version of 
your data in one place in a format you can use.

IBANK’S DATA CONSOLIDATION CAPABILITY GIVES YOU
• A single source for travel data.
• Cleansed and more complete data via our Data Cleanser.
• Standardized data points across all sources of data.
• All of your data stored in our secure data center.
• The ability to view all of your data in one place at your convenience.
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Single Agency Data Flow

Multiple Agency Data Flow
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iBank Reporting

WHAT IS IBANK REPORTING?

iBank’s reporting feature delivers 95 standard reports, and unlimited custom reports. 
Reports can be produced ad hoc or scheduled to run at pre-defined intervals and delivered 
by email to anyone you select. iBank gives you control to focus on spend analysis, supplier 
performance, and policy compliance, and information to answer questions about risk 
management, reconciliation problems or calculate your carbon-footprint.

WHY USE IBANK REPORTING?

Corporate travel management offers a continuous challenge. Done well it requires trade-offs 
among service, time, costs, technology, traveler friction, vendor goals, company objectives 
and it’s deeply personal. New regulations, taxes, visa requirements, TSA rules and steady 
pressure from suppliers are compounded when your endless data streams arrive on different 
days in different currencies from different countries in different formats. iBank will give 
you immediate access to your global travel data, whether a trip is in the future or a distant 
memory.  iBank reporting will give you  a global view of travel spend on-demand anywhere 
in the world. You can even export your data to other vendors or systems you depend on.

IBANK REPORTING DELIVERS

By capturing, consolidating and storing travel information in your own iBank data warehouse, 
you can help your customers manage their travel budgets and give visibility and control over 
travel policy, supplier contracts,  and business results.

WITH IBANK REPORTING, YOU CAN
• Assist in vendor negotiations.
• Access 95 standard reports and an unlimited number of custom reports.
• Schedule report production and delivery.
• Produce reports in multiple languages and currencies.
• Create personal profiles and a custom branded interface.
• Enhance competitiveness.
• Improve profitability.
• Increase traveler satisfaction.
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Reporting Screenshots
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About Cornerstone

Cornerstone is a technology and professional services company helping more than 450 
travel management companies, corporate travel departments, and online travel agencies 
work more efficiently and more profitably. Founded in 1992, Cornerstone has specialized in 
creating innovative applications that automate many of the most complex and time-intensive 
aspects of the reservation management process.  Cornerstone is a privately held company 
based in Bloomington, Indiana with personnel in nine locations worldwide. More information 
is available at www.ciswired.com.

ciswired.com

facebook.com/ciswired

twitter.com/ciswired

linkedin.com/company/cornerstone-information-systems
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